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ELISABETH LUTYENS has left a vacuum which will not be easily filled. Her single
minded and highly idealistic devotion to her art gives us all a standard to which to
aspire, and although her ideals sometimes made her embittered with the musical
world, her accurate observation and criticism of changing values made her a latter-day
prophet who did not always cry wolf. And yet, as we all know, she was by no means a
reactionary.

She achieved that very difficult thing—to become the famous daughter of a
famous father. She deliberately chose a career in which her family would have no say
or influence. She forged everything for herself, from her early and solitary
experiments with serialism to the highly refined, essential, and very pure sounds of
her later music.

While the memory of her extraordinary personality is still strong, many will find
it easy to relegate her to the pigeon-holes she abhorred, amongst them 'miniaturist',
'woman-composer'. She wrote several major orchestral works, many of which
remain to be performed and which belie the label 'miniaturist'. It was not her sex that
first attracted attention—it was the music she wrote, always professional and often
very rare, fine and powerful enough to be unforgettable and unforgotten.

Her prolific output is only one indication of the tremendous generosity which
inspired her ceaseless commitment to new music and young composers, which
included the co-founding of the MacNaghten Concerts in 1931. Her exacting
standards of professionalism and integrity which never wavered made her a truly
exceptional teacher who communicated not merely technique but an all-embracing
attitude to composition as the humble service of the art of Mozart and Beethoven.
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TheMwkof
EllkMI Carter

DAVID SCHIFF
The steady emergence of Elliott Carter as a substantial, independent
master not only of American but of Western music as a whole has been
one of the most heartening artistic aspects of recent decades. David
Schiff, inthiswork-by-workstudy, gets to the heart of such complexities
as rhythm, harmony, texture and time-structure and shows how these
evolved to fulfil the powerful expressive needs of Carter's development.

'Mr Schiff's unfailing lucidity of style helps one through even the most
elaborate of Carter's recent conceptions .. .'

(The Sunday Telegraph)

365pp + index, 255 x 180mm, many music examples
ISBN 0 903873 06 0 Hardback £22.50

The Songs
of T)ugo Wolf

ERIC SAMS
In his foreword to this book Gerald Moore states To the English speak-
ing student this work is a treasure to which he will find himself returning
again and again'. The original (and very much shorter) edition was
hail ed as doing'for Wolf what Richard Capell did for Schubert) and that
says everything).'

(The Gramophone)

388pp + index and index to songs, 235 x 160mm
ISBN 0 903873 32 X Hardback £15.00
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